1. Start the Arizona Chapter that creates and builds the model for the nation.
2. Recruit leaders in the next 7 states who will build their leadership team in each state
starting with Texas and Florida. (Leadership team consists of 3 business leaders, one Christian,
one political leader)
3. Set into motion the game plan to recruit the first 12 people that will agree to partner and commit to
building their Team of 12 people building the team 2 at a time = 144 fired up PATRIOTS!
4. Eagle Partner Leaders will have a weekly state meetings and one national call meeting available on
Monday night.
5. With the help of the state leaders we will target a city or town and recruit business leaders who
will help start the Eagle Referral Business Network. This will expand to other cities and towns in that
state. Each Member Merchant will agree to go to one meeting and refer and recruit 2 new merchants
to the group. Each merchant can purchase the exclusive Gold Spot in their zip code.
This process repeats and people can plug into other events of their choice. The leaders can join in on the
weekly national calls and the state calls for each state. The calls will be for prayer, updates, encouragement
and planning strategy. Once the group grows to about 12 members then they can help promote their first
FQA Praise and Prayer Rally.
Developing and growing your chapter across your state:
Teach leaders to develop their team of 12 people who work together. Each leader focuses on developing
and working in their pillar and arena (Business, Politics, and Churches). People can pray and work together
with their team of 12 but coordinate with the other leaders as we all focus on the FQA Mission. The cool part
about this plan is we allow the Holy Spirit to lead and guide us to the right people. This is how we can
expand throughout our state. We go where the leaders rise up, and they let us know where their passion is
and what arena they are called to work in. They can work in the Christian, Business or Political arena. Some
will work in two and some can even work in all three.
Starting a FQA Praise and Prayer Rally
Chapter leaders will need at least 45 days to plan and promote for the first rally. Start by finding a pastor and
church who buys into the vision and mission of FQA. Then find 2-3 other churches and pastors who will each
agree to host an event 2-3 times per year. Each church can host a monthly event for their local community
as a full-time ministry using the FQA Program. The minimum goal is to have every church and business start
a FQA Voter Registration Campaign.

The Eagle Seminar can be learned online
or in person and is provided for families,
churches, businesses and schools.

Launch as an FQA Church
Step 1 Use Sunday Service to announce program using a video introduction by Steve and then
provide the Eagle Seminar class through Sunday School, Home Group or teacher leading a special
weekly class (which can be done monthly or quarterly).
(Steve is available to come to kick off event if time and schedule allows)
Step 2 The church should become the hub for each community to learn about civics, politics and how
government works starting with registering NEW voters, which are new people you can invite to
your church with a nice FQA Greeting Card.
Step 3 Each church can host a quarterly or monthly FQA Praise & Prayer Rally where members can invite
new people from their work, neighbors and friends and family members. Local government
representatives can be invited to attend meetings.
Communication and Events:
 Each state can set up their own 17 minute meeting for their leaders for
prayer and encouragement.
 Once a group reaches about 12 committed members they can start their
monthly FQA Prayer & Praise Rallies!
 With the help of National each FQA Chapter can start and host a weekly
Network Business Referral Meeting. New business partners, sponsors
and advertisers can come and introduce themselves to the group (video
introduction) and those that benefit from coming more often can use
this as way to build and promote their business with networking
opportunities!
 Each group can start an American Patriot Golf Club once they find golfers
who wants to take this on as his/her responsibility. Steve and national team
will also be recruiting to find someone as well.
 There will be a weekly 30 minute Zoom meeting for leaders on a national basis on Monday night.
 Twice a year we will have East & West National FQA Convention to bring all members and partners together
for 2-3 day event!
 Each Chapter is encouraged to start a weekly Bible Study that goes along with the Eagle Seminar teaching and
the “What Were They Thinking Book…On TRUTH, LIBERTY & LEAGACY”. This will allow those people who are
hungry for MORE learning and want to build relationship with other Christians and leaders in the community.
This will be a great ministry for those leaders who want to teach, minister and help restore people back to
God, the Church and fellowship.

